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We investigate the spin-orbit torque in a Ta/Ir-Mn/Cu/Ni-Fe multilayer heterostructure and relate it
to spin current transmission through the Ir-Mn layer. We identify several spin current transport regimes
as a function of the temperature and the thickness of the Ir-Mn layer. To interpret this experiment, we
develope a drift-diﬀusion model accounting for both electron and magnon transport in the heterostructures.
This model allows us to discriminate between the contributions of electrons and magnons to the total spin
current in Ir-Mn. We ﬁnd that the electron-magnon spin convertance is one order of magnitude larger than
the interfacial electronic spin conductance, while the magnon diﬀusion length is about ten times longer
than the electronic spin relaxation length. This study demonstrates that magnonic spin transport dominates
over electronic spin transport even in disorder metallic antiferromagnets.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.12.054030

I. INTRODUCTION
The generation and manipulation of pure spin currents lie at the core of next-generation spintronic devices
used for data storage [1–3], information processing, and
transmission [4]. In contrast to spin-polarized charge currents normally used in conventional spintronic devices,
pure spin currents carry spin angular momentum without net charge ﬂow and as such are considered more
energy eﬃcient [5]. Several mechanisms can generate pure
spin currents, either carried by electrons or by magnons,
such as the spin Hall eﬀect (SHE) [5,6], inverse spin
galvanic eﬀect [7,8], spin pumping [9–12], and spin Seebeck eﬀect [13,14]. However, even though the eﬃcient
generation of spin currents has become more practical
over the years, spin current transmission over long distances remains a major obstacle in practical applications.
In fact, spin current transmission is limited by the spin
diﬀusion length [15], as well as by interfacial spin memory loss and conductance mismatch (also called spin
transparency) [16]. Recent progress has been achieved in
nonmagnetic materials with low spin-orbit coupling such
as in graphene [17], or in ferrimagnetic insulators with
extremely small magnetic damping such as yttrium iron
garnet (YIG) [18], demonstrating electron-mediated and
magnon-mediated spin transmission over a few tens of
micrometers, respectively.
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Lately, antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials have attracted
a substantial amount of attention as they can act as
an eﬃcient spin source or a spin conductor [19–26].
Enhanced magnon-mediated spin current transmission has
been observed in NiO [10,14], as well as in Fe2 O3 , where
spin transmission over distances up to 40 µm was recently
reported [27]. These experiments demonstrate that antiferromagnetic magnons can eﬃciently transmit spin current in uniaxial AFMs. The combination of long-distance
transport and voltage or strain control of the magnon propagation, for example, [28–32], opens interesting perspectives for functionalized magnonic devices. Metallic AFMs
present an interesting paradigm because, in principle, both
electron-mediated and magnon-mediated spin currents
coexist. An appealing aspect of magnonic spin current is
that the conversion between electronic spin current and
magnonic spin current can be very eﬃcient. For instance,
spin pumping experiments in Ni-Fe/Fe-Mn/W [9] and
in Ni-Fe/Ir-Mn [11,33], as well as spin Seebeck measurements in YIG/Ir-Mn/Pt [13] suggest highly eﬃcient
conversion between electronic and magnonic spin current
through metallic AFM. In addition, it was suggested that
the magnonic spin transport through the AFM is governed
by spin ﬂuctuations, and therefore, increases close to the
phase transition [34]. Although enhanced spin injection at
Néel temperature and long spin current transmission have
been observed, a quantitative estimation of the relative
eﬃciency of electron-mediated and magnon-mediated spin
currents is still lacking. In the present work, combining
experimental detection of spin-orbit torque with theoretical
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modeling, we show that magnon-mediated spin current
substantially dominates over electron-mediated spin current in a sputtered metallic AFM.
This article is organized as follows. The experimental
setup and method are presented in Sec. II and the spin current measurement is discussed in Sec. III. In particular,
we show that diﬀerent transport regimes can be obtained
by varying the sample temperature and the thickness of
Ir-Mn. The theoretical interpretation is given in Sec. IV,
where the drift-diﬀusion model is derived and compared to
the experimental data. Finally, a conclusion is provided in
Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To investigate the spin transmission through metallic
AFM, we fabricate devices composed of heavy metal
(HM)/AFM/S/ferromagnet (FM), where a heavy metal
(HM, here Ta) is used as an electron-mediated spin current source via the SHE while the ferromagnetic layer
(FM, here Ni-Fe) is used as a spin current detector. The
metallic antiferromagnet (AFM, here Ir-Mn) that conveys
the spin current is separated from the FM by a metallic
spacer (S, here Cu) to avoid direct exchange coupling (and
consequently exchange bias) between the FM layer and
AFM layer. The Ir-Mn alloy with a bulk Néel temperature
TN = 690 K [25] is chosen as an AFM metal. Films of
Ta (5.0)/Ir22 Mn78 (0–10.0)/Cu (1.0)/Ni80 Fe20 (3.0)/MgO
(2)/Ta (0.2) (thicknesses in nanometers) are deposited
on a thermally oxidized SiO2 /Si substrate by the Singulus sputter system. Throughout, we will now use Ir-Mn
and Ni-Fe to stand for Ir22 Mn78 and Ni80 Fe20 , respectively. Since all the samples have the common structure
of Ta(5.0)/Ir-Mn(tIr-Mn )/Cu(1.0)/Ni-Fe(3.0)/MgO(2)/
Ta(0.2), we will refer to these samples with the thickness of Ir-Mn as “Ir-MntIr-Mn, ” where tIr-Mn is the AFM
thickness expressed in nanometers. We pattern the samples into rectangular shapes of 8-µm width and 20-µm
lengths using photolithography and ion beam etching. As
shown in Fig. 1(a), the spin current generated by Ta ﬂows
into the Ni-Fe layer by passing through the Ir-Mn and Cu
layers.
The spin current absorbed by the FM layer induces a
spin-orbit torque (SOT) on the FM order parameter [35].
To quantify this torque, we use the second harmonic Hall
method considering both the anomalous Hall eﬀect (AHE)
AHE
PHE
and planar Hall eﬀect (PHE), VHall
2ω = V2ω + V2ω . We
apply an ac voltage of 2.3 V with a frequency of 83.47 Hz
using a locked-in ampliﬁer. The schematic of the second
harmonic method setup is shown in Fig. 1(b). The cyan
arrow denotes the magnetic ﬁeld rotating in the X-Y plane
during the measurement. In the second harmonic method,
the in-plane anisotropy should be small in comparison with
the external ﬁeld.

III. RESULTS
A. Spin torque measurement and determination
To understand the basic properties of our samples, we
characterize the electrical transport properties and magnetic properties of the samples under diﬀerent magnetic
ﬁelds over a temperature range of 20 to 300 K. The inplane magnetic hysteresis loop [Fig. 1(c)] measured from
the ﬁlm of Ta (5.0)/Ir-Mn (3.0)/Cu (1.0)/Ni-Fe (3.0)/MgO
(2)/Ta (0.2) conﬁrms that there is no exchange bias
between the FM and AFM layers. The saturated magnetization is about 600 emu/cm3 at 300 K. Another eﬀective
way to demonstrate that the FM layer is not coupled to the
AFM layer is to measure the planar Hall eﬀect at a low
temperature and a low magnetic ﬁeld. Figure 1(d) shows
that the PHE data measured at 20 K and with a magnetic
ﬁeld of 100 Oe follows the sin2ϕ dependence very well,
which veriﬁes that a 1.0-nm Cu layer is suﬃciently thick
to decouple the Ir-Mn and Ni-Fe layers.
The principle of the second harmonic method is
described as follows. When a charge current passes
through the Ta layer, a net spin density σ can accumulate
in a direction transverse to the charge current. The spin
current penetrates the Ir-Mn and Cu layers and reaches the
Ni-Fe layer. This spin current, in general, could give two
types of SOTs: dampinglike torque τdl ∼ m × (m × σ)
and ﬁeldlike torque τﬂ ∼ m × σ, where m is the magnetization unit vector of the Ni-Fe layer. Since the spin
polarization is always transverse to the applied charge current, the eﬀective ﬁeld associated with the dampinglike
torque is out of plane, and the eﬀective ﬁeld associated
with the ﬁeldlike torque is in plane when the magnetic
moment lies in plane and parallel to the external ﬁeld.
These oscillating torques induced by the applied ac current cause the magnetization to oscillate both in plane and
out of plane. Hence, the resistance also oscillates in the
same frequency as the ac current due to AHE and PHE
in Ni-Fe. Therefore, the in-plane azimuthal angle dependence of the second harmonic voltage can be divided into
two components [36]
Vω = I RP sin 2ϕ,

Hﬂ + HOe
RP cos 2ϕ
V2ω = I
Hex − HA

 
1
Hﬂ
+
+ cANE RA sin ϕ
2 Hex − HK

(1)

(2)

where RP and RA are the coeﬃcients of anomalous Hall
eﬀect and planar Hall eﬀect, respectively, HA and HK are
the eﬀective in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropy ﬁelds,
respectively, Vω and V2ω are the ﬁrst and second harmonic Hall voltages, respectively, and HOe is the Oersted
ﬁeld induced by the current. An eﬀective anisotropy ﬁeld
(HK ) of about −5.5 kOe is observed in the anomalous
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FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the deposited ﬁlm stack. (b) Schematic of second harmonic measurements. Cyan array denotes the in-plane
rotated magnetic ﬁeld. (c) Magnetic moment measured with the in-plane magnetic ﬁeld at 300 K. (d) Planar Hall voltage measured
using a locked-in ampliﬁer at 20 K with in-plane constant magnetic ﬁeld 100 Oe. (e) Anomalous Hall resistance measured at 300 K.
(f) A typical second harmonic voltage measured at 300 K with in-plane magnetic ﬁeld 2 kOe. The red line shows the ﬁt of data. The
blue and yellow lines show sin ϕ and sin ϕ cos 2ϕ terms, respectively. Data is captured in Ir-Mn 3.0 samples.

Hall eﬀect results obtained at 300 K [see Fig. 1(e)]. Note
that in addition to PHE and AHE, the thermal anomalous Nernst eﬀect can also contribute to the measured
signal with this experimental setup [37]. However, this
contribution is independent of the external ﬁeld, which
can be described by the above equation since the current
is constant during the measurement, approximately cANE in
Eq. (2). Therefore, the thermal eﬀect can be excluded by
measuring the second harmonic voltage under several different external ﬁelds. The second harmonic voltage V2ω as
a function of the azimuth angle ϕ measured at 300 K is
shown in Fig. 1(f). By ﬁtting Eqs. (1) and (2) to the experimental data, the second harmonic signal can be separated
into two contributions based on their diﬀerent dependences
on the azimuth angle.
We measure the second harmonic voltage in the external
magnetic ﬁeld ranging from 2 to 10 kOe, in which the signal is suﬃciently strong and stable to obtain reliable data.
To investigate how the magnetic phase transition inﬂuences the spin transport, we also vary the temperature from
20 to 300 K. To determine the relative contributions of the
ﬁeldlike and dampinglike torques to the Hall voltage, we
dl
ﬂ
separate it into two contributions V2ω
and V2ω
, corresponding to the ﬁrst and second terms at the right-hand side of
dl
ﬂ
Eq. (2), respectively. The ﬁeld dependences of V2ω
and V2ω

are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The ﬁeldlike Hall voltﬂ
age, V2ω
, follows approximately 1/H ex dependence [see
Fig. 2(c)], which is consistent with Eq. (2). The larger the
external ﬁeld, the smaller the current-induced angle modulation. After taking into account the PHE voltage VPHE ,
the eﬀective ﬁeld Hﬂ + HOe can be obtained. This ﬁeld,
which is proportional to the slope in Fig. 2(c), is almost
independent of temperature, in contrast to previous reports
on ﬁeldlike SOTs [38,39]. Therefore, we can ascribe this
contribution to the Oersted ﬁeld because it is independent
of temperature. In other words, our system does not exhibit
any ﬁeldlike SOT.
The ﬁeld-dependence of the dampinglike Hall voltage
dl
V2ω
is displayed in Fig. 2(d). Based on Eq. (2), this signal
arises from two contributions, the dampinglike SOT and
the anomalous Nernst eﬀect. In order to quantitatively separate the thermal and dampinglike ﬁeld contributions, we
dl
exploit the diﬀerent ﬁeld dependence of V2ω
as shown in
Fig. 2(d). As mentioned above, the temperature gradient
can only contribute to a ﬁeld-independent signal. Thus, the
thermal contribution is proportional to the intercept of the
linear ﬁt, while the dampinglike torque is proportional to
the slope, as predicted by Eq. (2). Being consistent with
previous reports on Ta [38–41], the dampinglike torque is
mostly independent of the temperature below 300 K.
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FIG.
2. (a),(b)
Extracted
ﬁeldlike (a) and dampinglike
(b) terms measured at diﬀerent
temperatures
and magnetic
ﬁelds. (c),(d) Linear relationship
between the ﬁeldlike (c) and
dampinglike (d) terms and the
reciprocal of the eﬀective ﬁeld.
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To gain a deeper understanding of the intrinsic properties of the spin transport, we analyze the eﬀective spin conductivity (σs ) calculated from the torque
obtained experimentally using the deﬁnition, σs = Js /E =
Hdl Ms tFM /E [7,8], where Ms is the saturated magnetization, tFM is the thickness of the ferromagnetic layer, and E
is the applied electric ﬁeld in the sample. A spin conductivity, σs = (/2e)1.53 × 103 −1 m−1 is then obtained from
the Ir-Mn 3.0 sample at 300 K, in which Ms = 600 kA/m
is extracted from Fig. 1(c) and E = 1.15 × 105 V/m.
B. Temperature dependence of spin conductivity
To determine the relative contribution of electronic and
magnonic spin current to the total spin current, we vary the
sample temperature and AFM thickness. Figure 3(a) displays the variation of the spin conductivity of the Ir-Mn
1.0 sample in the temperature ranging from 20 to 300 K,
which covers the phase transition temperature of the Ir-Mn
1.0 sample reported in Ref. [11]. A broad peak is observed
around approximately 150–200 K in the curve of Fig. 3(a),
which is consistent with the maximum of the enhanced
magnetic damping observed by Gladii et al. [33] at the
same thickness of Ir-Mn. These observations indicate that
the maximum spin current transmission occurs at a temperature close to Néel temperature. To establish the relationship between the broad peak of spin conductivity and Néel

temperature, we measure the exchange bias eﬀect of the
Ir-Mn/Ni-Fe sample to estimate the blocking temperature,
which is close to and usually lower than the Néel temperature [14,42,43]. The magnetic hysteresis loop measured
at 50 K on the Ir-Mn (1)/Ni-Fe (3) ﬁlm shows a nonzero
exchange bias ﬁeld (H EB = 43 Oe), after ﬁeld cooling from
300 K under a 2 kOe ﬁeld [inset of Fig. 3(b)]. This square
loop in the inset of Fig. 3(b) suggests the Ir-Mn layer is
in γ phase [44]. From the temperature dependence of the
exchange bias ﬁeld and coercivity ﬁeld shown in Fig. 3(b),
the blocking temperature, where the exchange bias vanishes (150 to 200 K), is close to the peak temperature
measured from harmonic methods (150 to 200 K).
This peculiar temperature dependence is consistent with
previous works on spin Seebeck eﬀect on insulators [14] or
spin pumping [9,11]. Qualitatively, the spin current in the
metallic AFM is carried by both electrons and magnons.
Because of the very short electron spin relaxation length in
Ir-Mn (about 0.7 nm at 300 K [23]), the temperature dependence observed in Fig. 3(a) is likely to be dominated by the
magnonic spin current. As discussed in detail in Sec. IV,
the magnonic transport is controlled by three parameters:
the interfacial conversion between electronic spin current, called the electron-magnon spin convertance [45], the
magnon conductivity in the AFM, and the magnon relaxation length. The spin convertance process is expected to
display a high temperature dependence, proportional to
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is shown in Fig. 4 (a). Remarkably, the absolute value of
the negative spin conductivity is signiﬁcantly larger in the
Ir-Mn 1.0 and 1.5 samples than in the Ir-Mn 0 sample.
Upon increasing the Ir-Mn thickness further, the absolute
value of the negative spin conductivity reduces progressively and changes sign at a thickness between 3 and
4 nm Ir-Mn. The positive spin conductivity seems saturated at a thickness of 8 or 10 nm. This sign change is
expected, since Ta and Ir-Mn provide opposite spin Hall
eﬀects [5,25] to the FM layer and their spin Hall eﬀects
have diﬀerent temperature dependencies. We note that the
spin conductivity is not close to zero at low temperatures,
which is diﬀerent from the pure magnonic spin current in
AFM insulators [10,14]. As shown in Fig. 4(a), we still
observe the negative peak of spin conductivity at 1.5 nm.
At low temperatures, we expect the electronic spin current
to dominate, leading to a nonzero spin conductivity due to
the small number of magnons created by spin ﬂuctuation,

(a)

(b)

(a)

Ir-Mn 10
Ir-Mn 8
Ir-Mn 6
Ir-Mn 4

FIG. 3. (a) Spin conductivity measured at diﬀerent temperatures for Ir-Mn 1.0 sample. (b) Exchange bias and coercivity
measured at diﬀerent temperatures for the Ir-Mn (1.0)/Ni-Fe
(3.0)/Ru (5) (thickness in nanometers) sample. The inset shows
a typical exchange-biased hysteresis loop.

S

Ir-Mn 3
Ir-Mn 0.5
Ir-Mn 0
Ir-Mn 1
Ir-Mn 1.5

(T/TN )2 below the Néel temperature [14,45]. In contrast,
the magnon conductivity increases with temperature (more
magnons become available), while the magnon relaxation
length decreases due to the progressive loss of antiferromagnetic order. The interplay between these two eﬀects
results in a smooth, rather than abrupt, enhancement of
the spin conductivity around the Néel temperature. Above
the Néel temperature, the magnonic transport is mediated
by paramagnons supported by thermal ﬂuctuations. Therefore, the spin conductivity is still pronounced above the
Néel temperature but decreases upon further increasing
temperature, as observed in Fig. 3(a).
C. Dependence of spin conductivity on AFM layer
thickness
The temperature-dependent spin conductivity measured
from samples of diﬀerent thicknesses of the Ir-Mn layer

S

(b)

FIG. 4. (a) Spin conductivity as a function of temperature for
samples with diﬀerent Ir-Mn thicknesses. (b) Spin conductivity
as a function of Ir-Mn thickness at various temperatures.
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which is in sharp contrast with previous reports on AFM
insulators [14].
The systematic variation of spin Hall conductivity as a
function of Ir-Mn thickness measured at various temperatures is presented in Fig. 4(b). We can distinguish three
regions. From tIr−Mn = 0 to 0.5 nm, the spin conductivity
is negative, and its absolute value slightly decreases upon
increasing Ir-Mn thickness (except at 20 K). The electronic
spin current is scattered because of the imperfect interface, while magnons are unlikely to be present due to the
lack of the AFM order. In the second region, the spin conductivity increases sharply with increasing Ir-Mn thickness
from 0.5 to 1.5 nm. In the third region, as the thickness of
Ir-Mn increases further from 1.5 nm, the absolute value
of the negative spin conductivity quickly approaches a
very small value at tIr−Mn = 3 nm. Due to the strong electron spin relaxation in Ir-Mn (<1 nm), the contribution of
the electronic spin current is likely to progressively disappear, while the magnonic contribution is expected to
increase with the establishment of the AFM order. When
the thickness of Ir-Mn exceeds 2 nm, the spin conductivity decreases to zero and then changes sign. Because
Ta and Ir-Mn have opposite spin Hall angles, the sign
change indicates the dominating spin source is changed
from the Ta layer to the Ir-Mn layer. This decrease in
spin conductivity suggests that it becomes more and more
diﬃcult for the magnonic spin current, which carries the
spin information from the Ta layer, to penetrate the Ir-Mn
layer when the thickness of Ir-Mn increases. Hence, the
reduction in spin conductivity suggests that the magnon
relaxation length in Ir-Mn is rather short and may not
exceed a few nanometers. Interestingly, in the intermediate region of 3 nm < tIr−Mn < 7 nm, the spin conductivity
displays a plateau, which is in contrast with that reported in
Ref. [9]. To better understand these features and extract the
magnon transport parameters, we now turn our attention
toward the theoretical model of the heterostructure.
IV. THEORETICAL MODELING
The conversion between electron-mediated and magnonmediated spin currents at the interface between a metal
and a FM [45,46] or an AFM [47–51] insulator has
been previously studied theoretically. These works focused
on magnetic insulators, where electronic spin current is
quenched, and particularly addressed the electron-magnon
conversion driven by a temperature gradient across the
interface. Here, we are interested in current-driven spin
transport across all-metallic systems while considering a
homogeneous temperature.
To understand the experimental results, we consider the
ideal model depicted in Fig. 5. A charge current Jc ﬂows
homogeneously in the plane of the heterostructure along
the y axis (black arrow). In the heavy metal (HM, gray
layer) and in the antiferromagnet (AFM, coral layer), it

FIG. 5. Schematics of the model magnetic multilayer. The heterostructure is composed of four layers: a heavy metal (HM gray) providing SHE with eﬃciency θHM , an antiferromagnetic
layer (AFM, coral) providing SHE with eﬃciency θAF and with
an order parameter along z (out-of-plane orange arrows) enabling
magnon propagation (brown and green wavy arrows), a light
metal space (S, light blue), and ﬁnally a ferromagnet (FM, red)
with magnetization along the y axis (red arrow).

generates a nonequilibrium transverse spin current via the
s
SHE, JHM,AF
. The spin Hall angle in each layer is θHM,AF . In
the AFM layer, we assume that the order parameter is ﬁxed
along the z direction, as represented by the out-of-plane
orange arrows. This conﬁguration enables the excitation of
nonequilibrium AFM magnons. Therefore, the incoming
s
electronic spin current JHM
in the heavy metal is converted
s
into an electronic spin current JAF
as well as a magnonic
α,β
spin current JAF , where α, β refer to the two magnon
modes of the AFM. These three spin currents then convert again into an electronic spin current JSs in the spacer
layer (S, light blue layer), which then exerts a torque on
the magnetization of the ferromagnet (FM, red layer). We
emphasize that this situation does not accurately reﬂect
the experimental situation since Ir-Mn is sputtered and is
likely to be constituted of disordered AFM grains. Henceforth, only the grains with an AFM order parameter aligned
along z convey magnonic currents.
Let us now compute the spin current transmitted from
the HM layer to the FM via the AFM layer. The boundary
conditions and drift-diﬀusion model are derived in Sec. IV
A following Refs. [45] and [49]. Materials’ parameters
are discussed in Sec. IV B and the model is analyzed and
compared to the experimental data in Sec. IV C.

A. Spin torque mediated by antiferromagnet
1. Boundary condition: spin conductance and spin
convertance
We consider a bipartite AFM with uniaxial anisotropy
for simplicity (see Appendix A 1). As discussed in Sec. II,
our Ir-Mn is likely to adopt the noncollinear γ phase.
Accounting for such a magnetic texture would simply
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make the overall system more complex, without qualitatively changing our conclusions. In the bipartite antiferromagnet, two eigenmodes α and β couple to the
electronic system at the interface between a normal metal
and an AFM metal. There, the boundary conditions are (see
Appendix A 2)
s
JHM,S
s
Jtot

=

s
JAF

+

α
JAF

+

β
JAF ,


Gα,β ∼

(3)

= Gα ( μs − μα ) + Gβ ( μs + μβ )
+ Gint μs ,

(4)

J = Gα ( μs − μα ),

(5)

J β = Gβ ( μs + μβ ).

(6)

α

Gint and Gα,β are the interfacial electronic spin conductance and electron-magnon spin convertance [45], respec+
tively, μs = μ−
s −μs is the spin-dependent electronic
chemical potential diﬀerence across the interface, and
μα,β are the magnon chemical potentials in the antiferromagnet. The electron-magnon spin convertance explicitly
reads [45]
Gα,β =

antiferromagnetic lattice (see Appendix A 1), as well
as a weak anisotropy energy ωK and a large Néel
k T
 +∈fty
temperature ( ωKB N dω → 0
dω), the scaling of these
three quantities is

2π μB a7 2
gF



2
α,β

ω(−∂ω n0 )gmα,β (ω)dω.

(7)

α,β

In the above expression, gF and gm are the electron
and magnon densities of states, n0 is the Bose-Einstein
distribution, a is the lattice parameter, ω is the magnon
energy, and 2α,β scales with the interfacial s-d exchange
interaction Js−d (see Appendix A 2 b). Equation (3) states
the continuity of spin current at interfaces (no interfacial
spin-ﬂip), while Eqs. (4)–(6) are the generalized Kirchhoﬀ’s laws for the total and magnonic spin currents. The
boundary conditions Eqs. (3)–(6) apply to both the left and
right interfaces of the AFM metal.
2. Magnon and electron spin diﬀusion equations
We assume the magnon transport in the AFM layer is
diﬀusive [45], such that the magnon-mediated spin current
and magnon accumulations read
J α,β = ∓2μB σα,β ∂x μα,β ,
μα,β
= ∂x2 μα,β ,
(lα,β )2

(8)

2

gF2 2 2
k T ,
A B

τth / kB2 T2
,
μB μ0 HE a
τth
∼ a μB μ0 HE .


(10)

σα,β ∼

(11)

lα,β

(12)

Here, HE is the antiferromagnetic exchange ﬁeld and A is
the area of the interfacial unit cell. As shown in Sec. IV C,
the physical quantity that controls the injection of magnons
2
in the antiferromagnetic layer is (Gα,β lα,β /σα,β ) ∼ gF2 Js−d
,
which is mostly temperature independent.
Let us now deﬁne the drift-diﬀusion equation of the electronic and magnonic spins in the various layers. In the
HM layer, the electronic spin current polarized along z and
s
ﬂowing along x reads eJHM
= −σHM ∂x μHM
+ σHM θHM E,
s
2
while the spin accumulation fulﬁlls ∂x2 μHM
= μHM
s
s /λHM .
Here, σHM and λHM are the electronic conductivity and
spin diﬀusion length in the heavy metal. The same law
applies in the AFM and in the spacer, although the latter does not display SHE (θAF = 0, θS = 0). In addition,
the magnon spin current fulﬁlls the usual drift-diﬀusion
equations, Eqs. (8) and (9), and we assume that the α
and β magnons display the same properties, although they
carry opposite spin (σα = σβ , lα = lβ , Gα = Gβ ). Breaking
the degeneracy of these two modes severely enhances the
complexity of the analytical treatment.
3. Determination of the spin Hall torque
Having established the transport equations and boundary conditions of our system, we now proceed with computing the spin Hall torque in the heterostructure. At the
left outer boundary, x = −dHM , we impose that no elecs
= 0. At
tronic spin current ﬂows out of the system, JHM
the HM/AFM interface, x = 0, we apply the conditions
Eqs. (3)–(6). Since both magnon modes are degenerate, we
obtain μβ = −μα and
s
AF
|x=0 = 2GLα (μHM
− μAF
Jtot
s
s − μα )

(9)

− μAF
+ GLint (μHM
s
s ),



α,β
conductivity σα,β = (τth /3) v 2 gm (ω)
the magnon diﬀusion length (lα,β )2

with the magnon
(−∂ω n0 )dω and
 α,β
= [τth σα,β / gm (ω)(−∂ω n0 )dω]. Here v is the magnon
velocity and τth is the magnon thermalization time.
The explicit forms of the electron-magnon spin convertance, conductivity, and diﬀusion length are given
in Appendix A 3. Assuming the dispersion, velocity,
and density of states of a uniaxial body centered cubic

Jsd
μB μ0 HE

AF
J α |x=0 = GLα (μHM
− μAF
s
s − μα ),

(13)
(14)

where the total spin current is continuous and reads
s
s
s
α
Jtot
|x=0 = JHM
|x=0− = JAF
|x=0+ + 2JAF
|x=0+ .

(15)

At the AFM/S boundary, x = dAF , we apply the same
boundary conditions. Notice that the spacer (Cu in the
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experiment) has a very large (inﬁnite) spin diﬀusion length,
which means that the spin current at the AFM/S interface
is unaltered and fully absorbed by the FM layer. In other
words, the electronic spin accumulation, transverse to the
FM order parameter, vanishes at the AFM/S interface,
μSs = 0. This yields the following boundary conditions
s
AF
R AF
Jtot
|x=dAF = 2GRα (μAF
s + μα ) + Gint μs ,
α

J |x=dAF =

GRα (μAF
s

+

μAF
α ).

(16)
(17)

In the simulations, and to keep the system as simple as
possible, we consider symmetric interfaces, GRα,int = GLα,int .
The spin Hall torque exerted on the FM layer is simply
given by the spin current at the AFM/S interface
AF
R AF
T = 2GRα (μAF
s + μα ) + Gint μs .

(18)

B. Materials’ parameters
The materials’ parameters of metals for electronic
transport are well known [5,25]. For the simulations, we use typical materials’ parameters for Ta
(σTa = 4.3 × 105 −1 m−1 , λTa = 5 nm, θTa ≈ −0.12) and
Ir-Mn (σIr-Mn = 8.6 × 105 −1 m−1 , λIr-Mn = 1.4 nm,
θIr-Mn ≈ 0.01) and assume GTa/Ir-Mn = 1015 −1 m−2
[23,52] (see Table I). However, the parameters for magnon
transport have not been systematically tabulated yet. Szunyogh et al. [53] have computed the magnetic interactions of crystalline Ir-Mn3 in the L12 phase and obtained
an AFM exchange interaction of μB μ0 HE = 40 meV and
a uniaxial anisotropy energy μB μ0 HK ≈ 10 meV. The
magnon thermalization time τth is, by deﬁnition, inversely
proportional to the magnetic damping. For instance, the
Gilbert damping of YIG is approximately 10−4 while
the magnon relaxation time is estimated to be τthYIG ∼

TABLE I.

−1

o
)/lo ].
Gα (dAF ) = G0α [1 + tanh(dAF − dAF

(19)

o
Here, dAF
is the thickness at which the magnetic order sets
up and lo is the distance over which the system passes from
a disordered paramagnet to an ordered AFM. We emphasize that this dependence is phenomenological and only

Materials parameters for the heavy metal and antiferromagnet in the two experimental cases of interest.

Electronic parameters
−1

10−6 s [45]. Hence, in Ir-Mn, a heavy transition metal,
the magnetic damping is expected to be around 0.1, and
therefore, we assume a magnon relaxation time of τthIr-Mn ∼
10−9 s. The exchange Jsd between itinerant and localized spins is more diﬃcult to extract from ﬁrst-principle
calculations. One approach is to consider the spin polarization at the Fermi level per sublattice. Investigating
Fe-Mn, Xu et al. [54] computed a spin-polarization of
about 10% on Mn sites. Assuming a polarization P =
(Jsd /F ) = 10% (F is the Fermi energy), a free electron
√
density of states gF = (a3 /2π 2 )(2m/)3/2 F ≈ 1 eV−1
and the lattice parameter of crystalline Ir-Mn3 aIrMn =
3.78 Å, we obtain Js−d = 0.6 eV
μB μ0 HE . Assuming
room temperature (kB T = 25 meV), one ﬁnds Gα ≈ 4.2 ×
1014 −1 m−2 , σα ≈ 1.7 × 109 −1 m−1 , and lα ≈ 12 μm
(notice that Zhang and Zhang [45] estimated lα ≈ 1 mm in
YIG). These numbers are computed in the ideal case of a
well-ordered AFM with very large exchange interaction,
while the one considered in the experiment is obtained
by sputtering and potentially exhibits a high degree of
(magnetic and crystalline) disorder.
Finally, we emphasize that the degree of magnetic ordering depends on the thickness of the AFM layer [25].
To account for this thickness dependence phenomenologically, and in the absence of further information, we choose
to keep the magnon diﬀusion length and bulk conductivity, σα and λα , constant while the spin convertance Gα is
assumed to adopt the form

σHM ( m )
λHM (nm)
θHM
dHM (nm)
σAF (−1 m−1 )
λAF (nm)
θAF
Adjustable parameters
σα (−1 m−1 )
λα (nm)
Gint (−1 m−2 )
G0α (−1 m−2 )
0
dAF
(−1 m−2 )
λc (nm)

Ta/Ir-Mn/Cu/Ni-Fe (This work)

W/Fe-Mn/Ni-Fe [9]

4.3 × 10
2
−0.12
5
8.3 × 105
1.6
0.01

5 × 105
2
−0.3
4
6 × 105
1.8
0.01

5 × 106
6
1015
3 × 1016
6
1

7.7 × 106
6
1014
1.6 × 1015
7
1.6

5

The electronic parameters are ﬁxed and the adjustable parameters are tuned to obtain the best ﬁt possible.
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aims at representing the experimental fact that antiferromagnetism sets up above a certain critical thickness. We
have tested various scenarios, such as making both Gα and
σα thickness dependent, without qualitatively changing the
results discussed in the next section.

(a)

C. Spin hall torque simulations
1. Thickness dependence
Before attempting to ﬁt the experimental data, let us
ﬁrst explore the thickness dependence of the spin Hall
torque in various situations. Figure 6 shows the thickness
dependence for three values of the magnon conductivity
and setting λα = 6 nm. In Fig. 6(a), the magnon conductivity is small, σα = 106 −1 m−1 , such that the thickness
dependence is weakly modiﬁed upon turning on the spin
convertance. It displays the approximately e−dAF /λAF law
expected in a system entirely dominated by electronic
transport and given by the black curve, G0α = 1014
Gint = 1015 . In this limit (solid black line), the torque for
dAF = 0 and dAF = +∞ can be easily computed
T(dAF = 0) = −

T(dAF = +∞) =

(b)

σHM θHM E[1 − cosh−1 (dHM /λHM )]
,
1 + (σHM /λHM Gint ) tanh(dHM /λHM )
(20)

σAF θAF E
.
1 + (σAF /λAF Gint )

(21)

In the absence of an AFM layer, the torque is solely
given by the SHE in the HM layer [Eq. (20)], while for
an inﬁnitely thick AFM layer, it is solely given by the SHE
in the AFM [Eq. (21)].
In Fig. 6(b), the magnon conductivity is larger, σα =
7 −1
10  m−1 , and one clearly sees a negative peak emerging progressively upon increasing the spin convertance.
This peak characterizes the onset of magnon transport.
While the electronic spin transport is quenched after a few
nanometers (λAF ≈ 1.4 nm), the magnetic order progressively builds up and is established around 5 nm in the
present model, inducing a temporary recovery of the torque
at this thickness. Upon further increase of the AFM thickness, the magnon diﬀusion takes over. At large thicknesses,
it prevents the transmission of magnonic spin current from
the HM layer to the FM layer. This eﬀect results in a reversal of the torque, which is then dominated by the SHE of
the AFM layer at large thicknesses.
In Fig. 6(c), yet another scenario is oﬀered. In this
plot, an even larger magnon conductivity is taken, σα =
108 −1 m−1 , and the spin torque goes continuously from
negative to positive values without passing by a local negative maximum. While the weak spin convertance case,
G0α = 1014 (red curve), gives a similar result as Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b), upon increasing the spin convertance, the torque
exhibits an inﬂection point at the thickness around which
the magnetic order sets up (approximately 5 nm). It is also

(c)

FIG. 6. Spin torque as a function of the antiferromagnetic
thickness for λα = 6 nm and (a) σα = 106 −1 m−1 , (b) σα =
107 −1 m−1 , and (c) σα = 108 −1 m−1 . The curves are calculated for various spin convertances G0α . The units are given in
−1 m−2 .

remarkable that for large thicknesses, the torque reaches a
much larger positive maximum than in Figs. 6(c) and 6(b).
This positive value scales with the spin convertance G0α .
This behavior indicates a diﬀerent situation compared to
Fig. 6(b). At large thicknesses, when the electronic and
magnonic spin currents coming from the HM layer are
quenched, the spin Hall from the AFM is the only source of
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

FIG. 7. Anatomy of the torque as a function of the AFM thickness for λα = 6 nm, σα = 107 −1 m−1 , (a) G0α = 1014 −1 m−2 , (b)
G0α = 1016 −1 m−2 , and (c) G0α = 1017 −1 m−2 , and σα = 108 −1 m−1 , (d) G0α = 1014 −1 m−2 , (e) G0α = 1016 −1 m−2 , and (f)
G0α = 1017 −1 m−2 . The black curve represents the total spin current (which equals the spin torque) at the AFM/S interface, the solid
(dashed) blue lines represent the magnon (electronic) spin currents due to the SHE of the AFM layer, while the solid (dashed) red lines
represent the magnonic (electronic) spin currents due to the SHE of the HM layer.

spin torque. Because σα
σAF , it is more eﬃcient for the
SHE to be transmitted via magnons. Therefore, the torque
increases with the electron-magnon spin convertance at
large thicknesses and can be much larger than when it is
solely due to electronic transport. We discuss this eﬀect in
detail in the next subsection.

2. Competition between electronic and magnonic spin
currents
To better understand the origin of the features identiﬁed
above (local negative maximum and inﬂection point), we
now analyze the four spin current contributions to the total
torque: electronic and magnonic spin currents due to SHE
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in the HM layer, and electronic and magnonic spin currents
due to SHE in the AFM layer. Figure 7 shows the results
for diﬀerent situations, (a,d) G0α = 1014 −1 m−2 , (b,e)
G0α = 1016 −1 m−2 , and (c,f) G0α = 1017 −1 m−2 , taking (a–c) σα = 107 −1 m−1 and (d–f) σα = 108 −1 m−1 .
We compute the (dashed lines) electronic spin current and
(solid lines) magnonic spin current at the AFM/S interface
due to the SHE of the AFM layer (blue lines) or to the SHE
of the HM layer (red lines).
In all cases considered, the thickness dependence of the
electronic spin currents (dashed lines) displays the usual
approximately e−dAF /λAF law. In contrast, the thickness
dependence of the contribution of the magnon-mediated
spin Hall currents (solid lines) shows a complex variation arising from the combination of magnetic order setting
0
up approximately [1 + tanh(dAF − dAF
)/λc ] and magnon
−dAF /λα
diﬀusionapproximately e
. When the magnon conductivity is comparable to the electronic conductivity,
Figs. 7(a)–7(c), increasing the spin convertance results in
an increase in magnon-mediated spin Hall current originating from the HM. The magnon-mediated spin Hall
current originating from the AFM is also present, but is
weakly sensitive to the increase in magnon conductivity.
When increasing the magnon conductivity, the magnonmediated SHE from the AFM dominates, as displayed in
Figs. 7(d)–7(f).
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) illustrate the two processes that
occur when the magnon conductivity exceeds the electronic conductivity. At the interface between the HM layer
and the AFM layer, Fig. 8(a), the SHE of the HM injects an
electronic spin current into the AFM. When the electronmagnon spin convertance dominates over the electronic
spin conductance, the magnonic spin current dominates
over the electronic spin current. Solving the drift-diﬀusion
model for such an interface in the limit Gα , (2σα /λα )
Gint , the magnon-mediated and electron-mediated spin

(a)

(b)

FIG. 8. Schematic of the electron-magnon conversion at (a)
HM/AFM and (b) AFM/S interfaces. The curved arrow represents the SHE that generates an electronic spin current and the
straight blue (red) arrow represents the electronic (magnonic)
spin current contributions. The shaded blue (red) puddles represent electronic (magnonic) spin accumulation at the interface and
the wavy black arrow represents the electron-magnon interaction.

FIG. 9. Spin torque as a function of the antiferromagnetic
thickness for diﬀerent magnon diﬀusion lengths. Here, σα =
107 −1 m−1 and G0α = 1016 −1 m−2 .

currents injected in the AFM read


Gint σL λAF
λα Gα
s
=
1+
σL θL E,
JAF
2Gα σAF λL
σα
α
JAF
=

λα Gα
σL θL E,
2σα

(22)

(23)

α
s
and one clearly sees that JAF
JAF
in this limit, as
expected intuitively. Meanwhile, at the interface between
the AFM layer and the spacer, Fig. 8(b), the SHE in the
AFM layer accumulates electronic spin density at the interface. Since the electron-magnon spin convertance exceeds
the electronic spin conductance, this electronic spin density is ﬁrst converted into a magnonic spin current, and
then transmitted through the interface into an electronic
spin current. The magnonic and electronic contributions to
the total injected spin current (and therefore, to the overall
torque exerted on the ferromagnet) read


Gint σL λAF
λα Gα
s
JAF
=
1+
σAF θAF E,
(24)
2Gα σAF λL
σα
σL λAF λα Gα
α
=
σAF θAF E,
(25)
JAF
σAF λL 2σα
α
s
and once again JAF
JAF
. Most importantly, one sees
that in this limit, the spin torque is directly proportional
s
α
α
to the spin convertance, T = JAF
+ 2JAF
≈ 2JAF
∼ Gα ,
which explains the increase observed in Fig. 6(c).
Equation (25) has to be compared with Eq. (21), which
states that the electronic spin current only gives a torque
T = ησAF θAF E where η = [1 + (σAF /λAF Gint )]−1 is sometimes called spin transparency. The magnon-mediated spin
Hall torque has, therefore, the potential to overcome the
obstacle of the interfacial electronic spin transparency.
To complete the present discussion, Fig. 9 displays the
thickness dependence of the torque for various magnon
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. Numerical ﬁt of the experimental data of (a) Fig. 4(b) of the present work and (b) Fig. 3 from Ref. [9]. The ﬁtting parameters
are given in Table I.

diﬀusion lengths in the case where the magnon conductivity and spin convertance are large (σα = 107 −1 m−1 and
G0α = 1016 −1 m−2 ). For small magnon diﬀusion lengths
(green and magenta curves), the torque at large thicknesses
is dominated by the SHE of the AFM layer conveyed by
AFM magnons, as explained above. When increasing the
magnon diﬀusion length (red and blue curves), the SHE
from the heavy metal increases, which reduces the overall
torque at large thicknesses, exhibiting the local negative
maximum discussed above. For a large magnon diﬀusion
length (black), the torque remains negative (i.e., dominated by the SHE of the heavy metal) and only reverses
at very large AFM thicknesses. Comparing this ﬁgure with
the experimental data of the present work [Fig. 4(b)] and
Saglam et al. [9] clearly indicates that the magnon diﬀusion length in sputtered Fe-Mn and Ir-Mn does not exceed
a few nanometers.
3. Analysis of the experimental results
Let us now turn to the main goal of this section and propose an interpretation of the experimental results obtained
in the present experiment and in Saglam’s work [9]. It
appears that these two experiments represent diﬀerent scenarios: in Saglam’s work, a clear negative peak is observed
around 6 nm of Fe-Mn, while in our work, a ﬂat region
appears around 4 nm of Ir-Mn. Phenomenologically, both
behaviors can be understood based on magnon-mediated
transport. The analysis we provide above suggests that
in Saglam’s work, the peak is associated with magnonmediated SHE from the HM layer (W in their case),
while in our case, the ﬂat region implies a dominant
magnon-mediated SHE from the AFM layer itself.
Using our model, we simulate both cases and attempt
to ﬁt the experimental results. To do so, we adopt the
electronic properties of the HM and AFM found in the
literature and adjusted the magnon parameters and interfacial conductances. The result of the ﬁts is given in

Fig. 10. Notice that although it is possible to reproduce
Saglam’s result qualitatively [see Fig. 10(b)], we were not
able to reproduce it quantitatively because their result is
given in terms of a unitless ratio, rather than in terms
of spin conductivity. For the ﬁt produced in Fig. 10(b),
we arbitrarily propose that the overall magnitude of the
torque measured by Saglam is similar to ours, in the range
±104 (/2e)−1 m−1 . Under these assumptions, the ﬁtting
we obtain reproduces the experimental trends reasonably
well. We obtain a magnon diﬀusion length of about 6 nm in
both cases, as well as a large magnon conductivity of about
7.7 × 106 −1 m−1 . In our experiment, we need to assume
a large electronic conductance, Gint = 1015 −1 · m−2 , and
an even larger spin convertance G0α = 3 × 1016 −1 m−2 .
In Saglam’s experiment, we have to assume a reduced
electronic conductance, Gint = 1014 −1 m−2 , and quite a
large spin convertance G0α = 1.6 × 1015 −1 m−2 . Notice
that the electron-magnon spin convertance extracted from
the experimental data is one to two orders of magnitude
larger than the one estimated for Ir-Mn3 in Sec. III B. This
diﬀerence could be attributed to a much smaller antiferromagnetic exchange energy in sputtered Ir-Mn samples
(approximately 1 meV) compared to crystalline Ir-Mn3
(approximately 40 meV) [53]. The present analysis of both
experiments consistently suggests that interfacial electronmagnon conversion is much more eﬃcient than interfacial
electronic spin transmission in metallic AFM, while the
magnon diﬀusion length is about ten times larger than the
electronic spin relaxation length, even in a polycrystalline
system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we study the spin transport through the
metallic AFM Ir-Mn by systematically varying both the
temperature and the layer thickness. We measure the spin
conductivity in a HM/AFM/S/FM structure via a quantitative second harmonic method. Similar to the insulating
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antiferromagnets NiO and CoO [14], the spin conductivity is also enhanced at certain thicknesses such as 1.0
and 1.5 nm, which indicates a magnonic spin current contributes to the spin transport through the Ir-Mn layer.
In addition, this magnonic spin current is expected to
be enhanced around the magnetic phase transition temperature. Accordingly, an enhanced spin conductivity is
observed from around 150 to 250 K. The nonmonotonic
spin conductivity dependence on the thickness of Ir-Mn
arises from the interplay between three contributions: electronic spin current from Ta, magnonic spin current from
Ir-Mn, and electronic spin current from Ir-Mn. To interpret this experiment, we develop a drift-diﬀusion model
accounting for both electron and magnon transport in
the heterostructure. This model allows us to discriminate
between the contributions of electrons and magnons to
the total spin current in Ir-Mn. We ﬁnd that the electronmagnon spin convertance is one order of magnitude larger
than the interfacial electronic spin conductance, while the
magnon diﬀusion length is about ten times longer than the
electronic spin relaxation length. This study demonstrates
that magnonic spin transport dominates over electronic
spin transport even in disordered metallic AFMs.
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Bex is applied along the z axis, which is also the easy
axis with anisotropy energy KA,B . The brackets . . . indicate when the summation is taken on the nearest neighbors
only. Using Dyson-Maleev quantization, we deﬁne [55]
SAi

+

+

Ĥdd

·

+

1
aq eiq·ri , bj = √
Ns

q

bq eiq·rj .
q

b +
(λaq a+
q aq + λq bq bq
q

+
+ γq aq b−q + γ−q a+
q b−q ),

(A4)


0 ≈ −2znn JF

SBj

·


+

SB2 )

+ (SA + SB )

+ μB Ns B(gA SA + gB SB ) −

ηq

Ns (KA SA2

+ KB SB2 )

− 2JAF zn Ns SA SB ,
λaq = 2JAF zn SA − gA μB B + KA (2SA − 1)

SBj ⎠

+ 2znn JF SA (1 − ηq ),
λbq = 2JAF zn SB + gB μB B + KB (2SB − 1)
+ 2znn JF SB (1 − ηq ),

(A1)

i∈A

Ns (SA2

q

j ,j ∈B

B
[gB μB Bex Si,z
−

e−
(A3)

Ĥdd ≈ 0 +

A
A
[gA μB Bex Si,z
− KA (Si,z
)]

+

(A2)

Henceforth, we obtain the following magnon Hamiltonian
at the second order in magnon operators

2

+

1 +
b bj
2SB j

SB /2bj e+ ,

1
ai = √
Ns

⎞
i,i ∈A

SB /2b+
1−
j



with

⎛
SAi



+
where a+
i , ai and bj , bj are magnon creation and annihilation operators on sites i and j, respectively, and

For simplicity, we consider the standard case of a uniaxial AFM, already treated in detail in several references
(e.g., [55]) We summarize below the main results. Let us
start with a bipartite AFM with Ns spin per sublattice and
described by the Hamiltonian

SAi

+

SA /2a+
i e+ ,

1. Eigenmodes of a uniaxial, collinear antiferromagnet

= −JF ⎝


1 +
SA /2 1 −
a ai ai e−
2SA i


SBj = −(SB − b+
i bi )z +
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APPENDIX A

= (SA −

a+
i ai )z

B 2
KB (Si,z
)]

γq = 2JAF zn SA SB χq .

j ∈B

+ JAF

SAi · SBj
i,j ∈A,B

where A and B refer to the diﬀerent sublattices, JF is the
ferromagnetic intrasublattice exchange, and JAF is the antiferromagnetic intersublattice exchange. A magnetic ﬁeld

zn and znn are the number of (antiferromagnetic) nearest neighbors and (ferromagnetic)next-nearest neighbors, respectively, and χq = (1/zn ) δn eiq·δn , ηq = (1/zn )

iq·δnn
with δn and δnn being the positions of these
δnn e
neighbors in the unit cell. For instance, if one takes a
rock-salt magnetic unit cell with lattice parameter a, we
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obtain

normal metal and a bipartite AFM metal. These conditions
are governed by electron-magnon coupling at the interface.
This interaction reads

 
ky a
1
kx a
kx a
kz a
χq =
cos √ cos √ + cos √ cos √
3
2
2
2
2

ky a
kz a
+ cos √ cos √ ,
2
2
 
1
(cos kx a + cos ky a + cos kz a).
ηq =
3

Ĥsd =

+
, b−q = vq αq+ + uq β−q .
aq = uq αq + vq β−q

Ĥdd =

+

||

Ĥsd =

(A5)

1
Ns Ne
×

×

where

[SA J̃kA −k + SB J̃kB −k ]
k,k

(c+
k ,↑ ck,↑

⊥
=√
Ĥsd

q


1
1
(λaq + λbq )2 − (2γq )2 + (λaq − λbq ),
2
2

1
1
2
ωqβ =
(λaq + λbq ) − (2γq )2 − (λaq − λbq ),
2
2


a
b
λq + λq
1 
uq = √  
+ 1,
2
(λaq + λbq )2 − (2γq )2


λaq + λbq
1 
− 1.
vq = − √  
2
(λaq + λbq )2 − (2γq )2

(A9)



where JsdA (ri ) = l∈Aint Jsd a3int δ(ri − rl ), JsdB (rj ) = l∈Bint

i(k−k )·ri
Jsd a3int δ(rj − rl ), and si = (1/Ne ) k,k c+
,
k σ ck e
where Ne is the number of electrons per sublattice. As a
result, the electron-magnon interaction becomes

Here, αq and βq are independent bosons, such that
(αq , βq ) = 0. Under this constraint u2q − vq2 = 1, which
provides

ωqβ βq+ βq ,

JsdB (rj )SBj · sj ,
j ∈B

i∈A

To diagonalize Eq. (A4), we use the standard
Bogolyubov transformation, that is, we deﬁne

ωqα αq+ αq

JsdA (ri )SAi · si +

1
2Ns Ne

− c+
k ,↓ ck,↓ ),

SA J̃kA −k−q aq +

(A10)

SB J̃kB −k−q b+
−q

q,k,k

c+
k ,↓ ck,↑

+ c.c..

(A11)

Here, Ns is the number of magnetic moments per sublattice and the Fourier transforms of the exchange constants
read [47]

ωqα =

JsdA (ri )e−ik·ri , J̃kB =

J̃kA =

j ∈B

i∈A

By taking identical sublattices (SA = SB , KA = KB ) and
considering nearest-neighbor interactions only (JF = 0),
this model provides the magnon dispersion, density of
states, and velocity of a bcc AFM crystal,

ωk = μB μ0 HK (2HE + HK ) + HE2 (ka)2 /3, (A6)
√

1
3 3
ω
ω2 − ωK2 ,
(A7)
gm (ω) =
2π 2 (μB μ0 HE a)3

ω2 − ωK2
a
v = √ μB μ0 HE
,
(A8)
ω
 3
where μB μ0 HE = 2JAF zn S and μB μ0 HK = ωK = K(2S
−1).
2. Boundary conditions
a. Electron-magnon interaction
Our aim is to derive the boundary conditions for electronic and magnonic spin currents and densities between a

JsdB (rj )e−ik·rj .

Hamiltonian (A10) describes the interaction between the
electron spin and the static order parameter. It introduces
interfacial resistance, which can be accounted for through
a phenomenological parameter, Gint (see Sec. IV). Hamiltonian (A11) describes electron-magnon interactions and
is responsible for conversion from electronic to magnonic
spin currents at the interface. Inserting the magnon eigenmodes derived in Appendix A 1, we obtain (see also [49])
⊥
Ĥsd
=√

×

1
2Ns Ne

[J˜kα−k−q αq + J˜k −k−q βq+ ]
β

q,k,k

c+
k ,↓ ck,↑

+ c.c.,

(A12)

√
√
β
α
A
B
= uq SA J̃k−q
+ vq SB J̃k−q
and J˜k−q
with J˜k−q
√
√
A
B
= vq SA J̃k−q
+ uq SB J̃k−q
. Then, one can clearly see
that mode α carries a spin −, while mode β carries a
spin +. Therefore, upon accumulating spin density at the
interface, mode α is excited while mode β is quenched. In
principle, magnon-induced spin pumping should also exist
in the bulk of the AFM. However, in the present theory,
the AFM metal is assumed homogeneous and translationally invariant in the bulk. Therefore, at each point of the
AFM metal away from the interface, magnon-induced spin
pumping vanishes by symmetry.
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b. Electron and magnon spin currents

Performing the commutation, we obtain

The electronic spin current generated by nonequilibrium
AFM magnons J s and the magnon spin currents induced by
nonequilibrium spin density J α,β are deﬁned [47]

Js = −

μB
4

√
Aint 2Ns Ne
[J˜kα−k−q αq + J˜k −k−q βq+ ]c+
k ,↓ ck,↑ , (A16)
β

×
q,k,k

μB
Ne ∂t sz,k0 k0 →0
J =
Aint
μB
=
[(c+
k +k0 ,↑ ck
iAint

Jα = −

s

,↑

− c+
k +k0 ,↓ ck

⊥
,↓ ), Ĥsd ],

k

(A13)
2μB
2μB
Jα =
Ns ∂t nα  =
Aint
iAint

⊥
[βq+ βq , Ĥsd
].
q

(A15)

μB 2π Nint
J =
Aint NS Ne

Jα =



Jβ = −

μB
4

√
Aint 2Ns Ne

J˜kβ−k−q βq+ c+
k ,↓ ck,↑ .
q,k,k

−

Notice that J s = J α + J β because the total spin angular
momentum is conserved at the interface, so the spin angular momentum leaving the electron bath must be transmitted to the magnon bath. Let us now compute these spin
currents to the second order in an exchange interaction.
Using the Fermi golden rule, we obtain



α
α
α
q, k, k [(1 + nq )(1 − fk,↑ )fk ,↓ − nq fk,↑ (1 − fk ,↓ )]δ(k + q − k )

,
β
β
β
q, k, k [(1 + nq )fk,↑ (1 − fk ,↓ ) − nq (1 − fk,↑ )fk ,↓ ]δ(k − q − k )

μB 2π Nint
Aint Ns Ne

[(1 + nαq )(1 − fk,↑ )fk ,↓ − nαq fk,↑ (1 − fk ,↓ )]δ(k + qα − k ),

2
α

(A19)

(A20)

q,k,k

[(1 + nβq )fk,↑ (1 − fk ,↓ ) − nβq (1 − fk,↑ )fk ,↓ ]δ(k − qβ − k ).

2
β

(A21)

q,k,k

2
A 2
B 2
2
˜α
α = |Jk −k−q |  ≈ SA (uq Jsd ) + SB (vq Jsd ) and
2
β
|J˜k −k−q |  ≈ SA (vq JsdA )2 + SB (uq JsdB )2 . Nint denotes

Here,

=
the number of magnetic moments per sublattice at the
interface. We consider diﬀusive interfaces such that q, k, k
are independent [45].
We now follow Zhang and Zhang [45] and assume that
the magnons are close to equilibrium such that the magnon
β
distribution becomes nαq ≈ n0q [ωqα − μα (x)] and nq ≈
β
n0q [ωq − μβ (x)], with n0q () being the Bose-Einstein distribution and μα,β (x) the spatial-dependent magnon chemical potential. For electrons, we have to account for
nonequilibrium contributions from both left and right
leads. Indeed, while magnons are conﬁned to the AFM
2
β

(A17)

2
α
2
β

μB 2π Nint
Aint Ns Ne

Jβ = −

q,k,k

(A18)

q

2μB
2μB
Ns ∂t nβ  = −
Aint
iAint

s

J˜kα−k−q αq c+
k ,↓ ck,↑ ,

⊥
[αq+ αq , Ĥsd
],

(A14)
Jβ = −

4
μB

√
Aint 2Ns Ne

layer, electrons exist on both sides of the interface. For a
given population (either in the normal metal or in the antiferromagnetic metal), the nonequilibrium electron distribution reads fk,σ ≈ f0 (k ) + ∂k f0 (k )[−μσ (x) + gk,σ (x)].
Here, f0 (k ) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution, μσ (x) is
the spatial-dependent chemical potential for spin σ , and
gk,σ (x) is the anisotropic part of the nonequilibrium distribution. Since this contribution averages out upon integration over the Fermi surface, under the summation
of Eqs. (A19)–(A21), we can pose fk,σ ≈ f0 [k − μσ (x)].
This substitution is only valid under the summation.
By expanding Eqs. (A19)–(A21) to the ﬁrst order in
electronic and magnonic spin-dependent chemical potentials, we obtain the boundary conditions due to the
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electron-magnon interaction

obtain

s
Jtot
= Gα ( μs − μα ) + Gβ ( μs + μβ ) + Gint μs ,
(A22)

J α = Gα ( μs − μα ),

Gα,β

√ 
2 2
gF β
Jsd
3 3
=S
π
μB μ0 HE 4A
kB TN

(A23)

β

J = Gβ ( μs + μβ ),

×

(A24)

ω

where

1
√

π2

Gα,β

2
α,β

ω(−∂ω n0 )gmα,β (ω)dω,

−

ωK2 csch2

×
(A25)

ωK


βω
dω,
2

(A30)

τth / β
3 μB μ0 HE 4a

kB TN

2π μB a7 2
=
gF



ω2

ωK

σα,β =






3/2

(ω2 − ωK2 )
ω

csch2


βω
dω,
2

(A31)

τth a
lα,β = √ μB μ0 HE
3

  kB TN
3/2

[(ω2 − ωK2 ) /ω]csch2 (βω/2)dω
ωK


× 
.
kB TN
2 − ω2 csch2 (βω/2)dω
ω
ω
K
ωK

Gint is the interfacial conductance for electron spins that
+
we add by hand and μs = μ−
s −μs is the spin-dependent
chemical potential diﬀerence across the interface.

(A32)
3. Magnon diﬀusion
The diﬀusion of magnons near equilibrium can
be obtained by solving Boltzmann equation for each
mode [56]

vx ∂x nα,β
q

α,β

α,β

α,β

nq − nq
=−
τm

−

nq − n0q
τth

,

(A26)

α,β

where nq (n0q ) is the nonequilibrium (equilibrium, Boseα,β

Einstein) magnon distribution, nq is averaged over the
momentum q, and τm , τth are the momentum relaxation and
thermalization times (τm
τth ), respectively. By deﬁning
α,β
α,β
j α,β = ∓2μB vgm (ω)nq dω, one obtains the system of
diﬀusive equations [45]

∂x j α,β = ∓2μB

μα,β
τth



gmα,β (ω)(−∂ω n0 )dω,

j α,β = ∓2μB σα,β ∂x μα,β ,
μα,β
(lα,β )2

= ∂x2 μα,β ,

(A27)
(A28)
(A29)

conductivity
σα,β = (τth /3)
and the magnon  diﬀusion
 α,β
length (lα,β )2 = τth σα,β / gm (ω)(−∂ω n0 )dω .
Using the dispersion relation, density of states, and
magnon velocity derived in Appendix A 1, we explicitly
with
the
magnon
 2 α,β
v gm (ω)(−∂ωn0 )dω

The interfacial spin convertance and bulk conductivity are
given in −1 m−2 and −1 m−1 .
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